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Story words 

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet  

Complete the stories by filling in the missing words. 

favorite  idea  purchase      progressed  challenge    

 continued  squinted   excited  disappointment     

encountered  mission  Sweaty     strategies 

Josh and Lexie love playing video games. They play their     games together 

almost every day. One day, Josh learned that a new version of Green Ghosts Gone Wild was 

about to be released. He was     to try it, but he didn’t have enough money to  

   it. Seeing his    , Lexie suggested that they pool their money 

together to buy the game and share it.  

Thrilled by the     of playing the new game, the two friends each chipped in 

their allowance and bought it. They played for hours discovering tricks and secrets. They were 

on a     to beat all of the game’s levels. Their gaming skills     to 

improve with each passing day. 

As they     in the game, they     a level with a     

that seemed unbeatable. They tried everything, but none of their efforts seemed to work. 

Feeling discouraged, they gave up. They went outside, breathed in the fresh air,    

  into the hot sun and walked to the park. They played soccer and baseball and forgot 

about Green Ghosts Gone Wild.  

Finally, it started to get dark, and the two boys headed home.     and tired, 

they walked quietly, lost in their own thoughts. When they arrived at Lexie’s house, Josh said, 

“Hey, I have an idea about the video game. Let’s give it a try.”  

Josh and Lexie crushed the game, becoming Green Ghosts Gone Wild champions! They 

became known as the best video gamers at their school. They even started a video game 

club to teach their classmates the secrets, tricks and     they had learned. 

Strategy number one was: Fresh Air! 
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Story words 

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet  

Answers: 

favorite  idea  purchase      progressed  challenge    

 continued  squinted   excited  disappointment     

encountered  mission  Sweaty     strategies 

Josh and Lexie love playing video games. They play their favorite games together almost 

every day. One day, Josh learned that a new version of Green Ghosts Gone Wild was about 

to be released. He was excited to try it, but he didn’t have enough money to purchase it. 

Seeing his disappointment, Lexie suggested that they pool their money together to buy the 

game and share it.  

Thrilled by the idea of playing the new game, the two friends each chipped in their 

allowance and bought it. They played for hours discovering tricks and secrets. They were on a 

mission to beat all of the game’s levels. Their gaming skills continued to improve with each 

passing day. 

As they progressed in the game, they encountered a level with a challenge that seemed 

unbeatable. They tried everything, but none of their efforts seemed to work. Feeling 

discouraged, they gave up. They went outside, breathed in the fresh air, squinted into the hot 

sun and walked to the park. They played soccer and baseball and forgot about Green 

Ghosts Gone Wild.  

Finally, it started to get dark, and the two boys headed home. Sweaty and tired, they walked 

quietly, lost in their own thoughts. When they arrived at Lexie’s house, Josh said, “Hey, I have 

an idea about the video game. Let’s give it a try.”  

Josh and Lexie crushed the game, becoming Green Ghosts Gone Wild champions! They 

became known as the best video gamers at their school. They even started a video game 

club to teach their classmates the secrets, tricks and strategies they had learned. Strategy 

number one was: Fresh Air! 
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